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CPS TTP Government 
Agencies 

CPS has a passion in developing foundational 
research with the potential for maturation in 

industry or for other customers



Panel I: Getting and Running 
a TTP Award
Moderator: Sylvia Spengler

Panel II: Federal Perspective 
on Technology Maturation
Moderator: David Corman, 
NSF



Panel I: Getting and Running a TTP Award
• Moderator: Sylvia Spengler
Some Questions:
• How did you apply for this?

– As an added option to a CPS proposal.
• What was the thing that surprised you the most?

• Logistics that are involved. Didn’t know would have to go 
through the risk management office on campus, insurance 
issues, etc. Figuring out how to navigate that.

• Having to deal with all of the data, especially the challenges of 
sharing with collaborators and making it open source.

• Training new students on what has happened and bring them 
up-to-speed. And, attracting good students, since there are lots 
of options in industry.

• How do you set up the partners?
• Have them involved from the beginning. Communicate 

expectations with partners and stakeholders early on.



Panel II: Federal Perspective on Technology 
Maturation

•When you look at ideas: how do you evaluate whether the 
idea makes sense as a project. For example, “who cares?”, 
“what excites you?”
• DOT : NO the matchmaking role. 
• USAID: Every country has their own priorities and 

needs to pass that. 
• SaTC: All are paneled and have panelists from both 

academia and industry on the panel. 
• DHS: must have an impact on one of the DHS 

components. Must be research that is closer to 
becoming reality/practical. A proposal that has an 
immediate need. 



• Try to push forward technologies that are not quite 
ready for technology to be interested in it.

• If want to do a TTP, you need to find someone who 
will be good at leading this part (which may not be 
you).

• Finding a partner is critical: especially, people who 
can develop software is often overlooked within 
research (who can harden it), even a professional 
programmer.

• Not sector specific, thinking outside of the box.
•
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